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1. Introduction

Charged particle trajectory reconstruction is a very common task in High Energy Physics
(HEP) experiments. The history of HEP could be traced along the evolution of detectors and
techniques employed to improve the resolution on track parameters. The typical processing
time scale has evolved from months (in bubble chamber experiments) down to tenths and
hundredths of second (in modern DAQ systems) in a non-monotonic way.

The need for even faster tracking tools stems from two main issues:
• The fact that experiments are carried out to measure smaller and smaller cross

sections. This means an increase in the event rate, as a consequence of improvements
both in detectors and accelerators.

• The finer granularity of modern detectors, needed to achieve a good track resolution.
This means that experiments, especially those performed at hadronic colliders, are
facing the need of more and more efficient triggering devices.

Silicon Vertex Tracker (SVT) has been designed as a high-efficiency triggering device for
events involving the production of long-lived particles (like, for example, B-meson
production).

B hadrons of sufficiently high transverse momentum are characterized by a large mean
value of distribution of the impact parameter with respect to the beam axis. This means that
events containing this kind of particles can be recognized and separated from non-long-lived
background simply cutting on the track's impact parameter.

Tracking is in fact an essential ingredient for B physics studies, where long-lived
particles (the B meson travels about 450 (xm in the CDF environment) can be detected if a
good enough tracking resolution is available. Up to now this resolution could only be
efficiently achieved in the offline analysis, and was not exploited at trigger level.

One of the goals of CDF in Run II is to achieve online tracking resolution of the same
order of magnitude as the offline; this might prove to be essential in order to be able to deal
with the small ratio between the b quark production cross section and the total inelastic pp
cross section. Single-track parameters (impact parameter in particular) are the most
commonly used handles for the selection of ^-flavored events.

The ability to trigger on this kind of events will extend the sensitivity to new
phenomena, broaden the inventory of heavy flavor decay channels and provide important
control samples for top quark related measurements.

2. The CDF Framework

The Collider Detector at Fermilab - CDF is a general-purpose experiment for the study of
pp collisions at a center of mass energy of 4s = 1.8 TeV at the Fermilab Tevatron collider.
The collider and detector performance have evolved from 1985 to today, meeting and
surpassing the design goals. The needs of more performing tools have led to the current
detector and collider improvements, which will be applied in Run II.

The Tevatron collider is planned to reach a luminosity of 2-1032 cm'2 s"1, -Js = 2.0
TeV, a minimum inter-bunch time of 132 ns with the mean number of overlapping events
ranging between 2 and 6. The CDF detector is concurrently being upgraded to exploit the
full power of the new collider, with the goal of accumulating 2 fef' of integrated luminosity.



The SVT project [1] is an essential part of a principal significance of the effort of
redesigning the trigger system to work at the increased event rate while improving and
expanding the triggering capabilities.

2.1 The CDF Tracking

The detector is described in detail elsewhere [2], Here we will only outline the heart of the
CDF tracking system: the COT and SVX-II detectors. The tracking systems are contained in
a superconducting solenoid (1.5 m in radius and 4.8 m in length) generating a 1.4 T magnetic
field parallel to the beam axis. In order to obtain a good resolution on the track parameters,
two different detectors are used:

• The Central Outer Tracker (COT): a large open cell drift chamber designed to
significantly outperform in response time its Run I predecessor (usually referred to as
CTC).

• The Silicon VerteX detector (SVX-II): a 5-layer silicon microstrip detector, placed
near to the interaction region.

The combined use of information from these detectors allows CDF to obtain an impact
parameter resolution Od* 30 \im. The new DAQ system has been designed to lower dead
time as much as possible.

2.2 The CDF Trigger Structure

The whole CDF trigger and readout system is a three level pipelined dead-timeless device
(with 5.5 (as and 20 p.s latency time for the first two levels). Each decision stage selects
events on the basis of the data available at that stage of the pipeline: for example COT data is
available at the earlier stage (Level 1) while the first SVX-II information is available at
Level 2. A tracking engine for the COT (XFT, eXtremely Fast Tracker) is implemented at
Level 1, while SVT is designed to exploit XFT output and the SVX-II data, thus working at
Level 2.

2.3 SVT Resulting Constraints

Since we want to identify as many events as possible, SVT needs to be implemented as early
as possible in the CDF pipeline. On the other hand SVT needs SVX-II data to be available
and thus cannot be earlier than Level 2. The total Level 2 latency is 20 (.is on average, with
10 (is reserved for the Level 2 processors, and thus about 10 p:s available for SVT
processing. This defines the time constraints for SVT.

The resolution must be good enough to trigger on impact parameter and must therefore
be of the same order of magnitude as the offline analysis.

3. SVT tracking strategy

The SVT separates the phases of pattern recognition and track fitting into two pipelined
stages. Pattern recognition is performed by the Associative Memory system, which identifies



low-resolution track candidates called "roads". The roads found by the Associative Memory
and the full resolution hits corresponding to them are passed to the Track Fitters, which
calculate track parameters. This is done using a linearized fitting algorithm implemented in
hardware. SVT basic architecture is presented in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1 SVT basic architecture

3.1 Pattern recognition.

A track, which traverses a multilayer detector, produces a certain pattern of hits on each
detector layer. Since detector resolution is finite, one could imagine to subdivide each
detector layer in a finite number of elements with size comparable to resolution and to
identify a track with the list of fired elements. Hit patterns corresponding to candidate tracks
are stored in a memory, the Associative Memory, and are continuously compared in parallel
to the data coming from the detector: a track candidate is found when all the hits
corresponding to it are in the data.

The Associative Memory with a limited spatial resolution performs pattern recognition
to reduce the size of the memory needed. For this purpose the Silicon Vertex Detector layers
are segmented into 300 |̂ m wide superstrips, while the actual strip pitch is 60 |.im.

The Associative Memory functions are implemented in a full custom chip with 0.7 jim
technology. Each chip can store 128 patterns containing 6 words (layers) of 12 bits.
Operation of the chip has been tested up to 40 MHz, with the SVT specification being 30
MHz.

3.2 Track fitting

Track fitting is the problem of parameters reconstruction of the candidate tracks found in the
phase of pattern recognition by the Associative Memory. The SVT reconstructs tracks
projected on the plane transverse to the beam axis and measures transverse momentum,
azimuthal angle and impact parameter (pt, (p, d). Track parameters arc expressed as scalar
products:

Pi=frx+qi (1)



where pi is one of the track parameters and x is the array containing hit positions and track
curvature and azimuthal angle. Within each 30° SVX wedge the parameters / and q, are
constants. Since variations of track parameters are small within a road, it is possible to
expand pi around a position xo in the hit space (typically the lower road edge). The following
algorithm can thus be used:

p\=fiixo+ d) + q, (2)

p0, + 8p, = (f,-xo + q,) + frd (3)

where poi =f\ -XQ + q\ and bp, = / , -d . The advantage of this algorithm is that the po, can
be pre-calculated and stored in a look-up-table reducing the computational load required by

(1). Since d varies within the road edges (300 jim wide), a lower number of bits is
necessary to have the full hit resolution.

SVT performance has been tested by reconstructing of the real CDF Run I data when
using a bit-level simulation program of the device and it has been proven that track
parameters are measured with offline quality resolution: af= 0.003-p,2, av = 1 mrad and au

4. SVT architecture

The Silicon Vertex Detector is divided into 6 barrels along the z direction and each barrel in
12 wedges (sectors), each covering 30° in azimuthal angle. To maximize speed the SVT
architecture resembles the SVX-II geometry. The SVT is made of 12 identical systems and
each system processes data only from one SVX wedge (see Fig.2). All the systems run in
parallel. The main functional blocks of each system are: Hit Finder, Associative Memory
system, Hit Buffer and Track Fitter.
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Fig.2 Board organization of an SVT wedge (1/12 of the whole system)



4.1 Hit Finder

The Hit Finder receives sparsified and digitized pulse heights from the SVX front-end
electronics via optical G-links. Optical signals are converted to electrical at 53 MHz. The Hit
Finder board synchronizes data coming from the G-links, subtracts pedestals and suppresses
hot channels. Cluster centroids are found calculating the charge center of gravity. Since the
number of silicon channels is very large, 3 Hit Finders are necessary for one 30° sector. Data
output from the 3 Hit Finders corresponding to one sector are sent to a board called Merger,
which merges them with the XFT track information. The Hit Finder has been successfully
prototyped and tested at the specified speed of 30 MHz.

4.2 Associative Memory system

The Associative Memory (AM) system receives the silicon hits found by the Hit Finder and
the XFT tracks, merged into one single stream by the Merger, and performs pattern
recognition. The AM system is made of one control board (the Associative Memory
Sequencer) and two Associative Memory boards. The AM system performs its function
"on-the-fly" during detector readout and results are available shortly after the end of the
input phase.

The Sequencer board interfaces the AM system to the rest of SVT and provides the
proper operational codes to the Associative Memory boards through a custom P3 backplane.
The AM board has two operating modes: "VME mode" and "Running Mode". VME mode is
used to load patterns into the AM chip and for diagnostics and the board operates on an
internal (slow) clock ignoring signals from the P3 backplane. In Running Mode the AM
board is controlled and receives the clock from the AM Sequencer through the P3 bus.

Each AM board holds 128 AM chips: in running mode the board distributes the data
and the op-codes to the chips and queues patterns output by the chips to the P3 bus. To this
purpose two tree-like structures have been created, one for input and one for output, with the
128 chips at the bottom [3].

4.3 Hit Buffer

The Hit Buffer receives silicon hits and XFT tracks from the Merger and the roads from the
AM Sequencer. Data from the Merger are received first, while the board is in "Write Mode".
Data are sorted according to their superstrip number and stored in a structured database,
called Hit List Memory, where each road number can then be used as a key to access lists of
hits [4]. There is one Hit List for each superstrip and all these lists are filled as hits are
received in input. The Hit Buffer has two operation modes: "Write Mode" and "Read
Mode". In Write Mode the hits are organized in the Hit List Memory, in Read Mode the
roads found by the AM system are used to access the Hit List Memory and retrieve all and
only the hits corresponding to the roads found in the current event. The road and all the
corresponding hits retrieved from the Hit List Memory make the road-info packet. The
road-info packet is sent to the Track Fitter board, which performs the full resolution fit of the
track.



4.4 Track Fitter

The main function of the Track Fitter is the calculation of the track parameters (pt, <p, d) and
the track x2'• The linearized algorithm described in section 3.2 has been implemented in
hardware.

5. SVT Timing

Timing performances have been estimated under the assumption that each board in the
system will be able to operate at a 30 MHz rate and using the transit delay (input connector
to output connector) measured on the real boards. A bit level simulation of the SVT has been
used to reconstruct both real CDF data and simulated b jet events. Real data arc from CDF
Run I and thus correspond to Run I detector geometry, while Monte-Carlo data use Run II
geometry. Estimated overall processing time is respectively 11 \xs and 9 Jis for b jet events
generated at pt > 20 GeV/c and pL > 10 GeV/c, while for real data with a low expected
content of b jets, time is 6 \xs.

6. Physics triggers with the SVT

During Run I (1993-1996) B triggers of the CDF experiment were limited to the leptonic
modes. Now the precision measurement of impact parameters from the SVT allows one to
exploit more efficiently the huge Tevatron bb cross section (100 |̂ b) and to design new
triggers much better tuned on the geometry of B events (see Fig.3).
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by a factor of 1000.

Let's stress that some of these triggers
will allow study of the physics completely
unavailable on the hadron colliders
without SVT (e.g. B° -+K*K~). Other
triggers demanding the presence of the
secondary vertex in the event will allow
us to reduce the lepton and jet cuts
essentially increasing statistics.

For example, a trigger to select the
hadronic decay5° —>n*K~ was studied,
which is of a fundamental importance in
the investigation of CP violation in the
Standard Model [5].

The trigger selects two stiff (pt > 2
GeV/c) opposite charge XFT tracks at
Level 1, with some separation in the
azimuthal angle (Acjs < 135°) in order to

°- remove back-to-back pairs produced in 2-
jet events. The tiigger requires two SVT tracks with impact parameter greater than 100 u.m
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and a positive decay length of the two-track vertex at Level 2. Simulation of the trigger using
11 detailed simulator of the SVT to reconstruct real CDF data from Run I and the
extrapolation to Run II configuration shows that Run II trigger rates are well within DAQ
bandwidth. The expected signal yield is of the order of 15000 events in 2 fb~\ assuming a
branching ratio for B° -in*7C~ of 10"5.

Further studies have shown that with very small modifications of the cuts, the trigger
is effective also in the selection of multi-body decay channels useful to measure the B°s

mixing. The channels are B° —> D~7i*, B° —> D~n*n~%* , with the D, fully reconstructed
through the hadronic decays DJ —> <pn~ and D~ —>K'°K~. The estimated signal yield is
25000 B°s decays in 2 fb'1 [6].

More recent studies have shown how to optimize the B° -$n+7t~ trigger to select
Z° —> bb events. A low statistics Z° —> bb signal has been observed at CDF in Run I data
[71. A high statistics of these events would be extremely useful in Run II to improve the b-jet
energy calibration and consequently the resolution of the measurement of top mass.
Moreover, the Z" —> bb trigger would also increase CDF sensitivity to new heavy particles
decaying to bb .
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Белфорте С. и др. Е1-2001-19
Вершинный триггер установки CDF для изучения физики В-мезонов

Научная программа CDF включает изучение ключевых положений стандартной мо-
дели, в частности: 1) измерение элементов матрицы СКМ: СР-нарушение в В-секторе
(ß° ->л + я~) и смешивание В^-мезонов (Bs ->о^гс + , Bs -+D~sn

+K~n+); 2) физику

f-кварка (t -» Wb), a также исследование процессов за рамками стандартной модели —
поиски хиггсов (MSSM) в распадах H-^bb.

Все вышеприведенные процессы имеют общую особенность — наличие Ь-кварка
(В-мезона). В-адроны имеют в среднем большое значение прицельного параметра. Со-
бытия с В-мезонами, обладающими большими поперечными импульсами, могут быть
отделены от фоновых событий простым порогом на прицельный параметр треков.

Обновленная установка CDF оборудована вершинным триггером (SVT) — уникаль-
ным электронным прибором для реконструкции треков в реальном времени на базе
двух детекторов: вершинного кремниевого детектора и дрейфовой камеры. S VT являет-
ся триггером 2-го уровня, который в течение 10 мкс реконструирует треки и восстана-
вливает поперечный импульс (pt), азимутальный угол (ф) и прицельный параметр (d)
с точностью 30 мкм. Моделирование показало, что требование наличия двух или более
треков с d> 100 мкм подавляет фон в 1000 раз для процесса В —>л+я". Этот триггер
является первым триггером такого типа для экспериментов на адронных коллайдерах:
он позволяет отобрать события, содержащие вторичную вершину, что открывает новые
уникальные возможности в изучении физики тяжелых кварков. Приводится краткое
описание принципа действия, архитектуры и перспектив применения SVT-триггера.

Работа выполнена в Лаборатории ядерных проблем им. В.П.Джелепова ОИЯИ.

Сообщение Объединенного института ядерных исследований. Дубна, 2001

Belforte S. et al. El-2001-19
The CDF Silicon Vertex Trigger for В Physics Study

The CDF scientific program includes particularly the study of some key topics
of the Standard Model: 1) constraint of the CKM matrix: CP violation in В sector
(B° - > J T + T O and Bs mixing (B®->D~it+, B° -^D'SK

+K~K+); 2) f-quark physics

(t-^Wb); and processes beyond the Standard Model — e.g., Higgs searching (MSSM)
in the H —>bb mode.

All the above processes have the common feature — the presence of b -quarks
(B-mesons). В hadrons of sufficiently high transverse momentum are characterized
by a large mean value of distribution of the impact parameter with respect to the beam axis.
That means events containing this kind of particles can be recognized and separated
from non-long-lived background simply by cutting on the track's impact parameter.

The upgraded CDF is equipped by so-called Silicon Vertex Tracker (SVT), a unique
electronic device for real time track reconstruction using the data from two CDF track detec-
tors: the silicon strip vertex detector and drift chamber.

The SVT is a level-2 trigger which within 10 us reconstructs the tracks and obtains
the transverse momentum (pt), azimuthal angle (ф) and impact parameter (d) with 30 |im
precision. The simulation studies show the background reduction by factor 1000 for
B° ->7t+7t~ by demand d> 100 urn for at least two tracks. This trigger is the first one of this
sort ever used for hadron collider experiments: it enables to trigger on the secondary vertex,
which opens the unique new opportunities in the heavy quark physics study. In this paper we
briefly describe the basic logic, architecture and perspectives of SVT application.

The investigation has been performed at the Dzhelepov Laboratory of Nuclear Prob-

Communication of the Joint Institute for Nuclear Research. Dubna, 2001
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